
 

 

Press release 
Date:  April 30, 2018 

Change in number of shares and votes in IAR 

Systems Group AB 

Uppsala, Sweden – April 30, 2018 – In accordance with previous announcements, IAR Systems Group 

AB (publ) (“IAR Systems” or the “Company”) has completed two share issues comprising a total of 

976,584 new class B shares. Following the share issues, the share capital and number of shares and 

votes in the Company have changed. The total number of shares and votes in the Company has thus 

increased by 976,584 shares and votes.   

 

As of April 30, 2018, the total number of shares in IAR Systems amounts to 13,608,645, of which 

100,000 are class A shares and 13,508,645 are class B shares. As of the same date, the number of 

votes in IAR Systems amounts to 14,508,645, of which class A shares represent 1,000,000 votes and 

class B shares represent 13,508,645 votes.  

 
 

### End 
 
 

Editor's Note: IAR Systems, IAR Embedded Workbench, Embedded Trust, IAR Connect, C-SPY, C-RUN, C-STAT, 

IAR Visual State, IAR KickStart Kit, I-jet, I-jet Trace, I-scope, IAR Academy, IAR, and the logotype of IAR Systems 

are trademarks or registered trademarks owned by IAR Systems AB. All other product names are trademarks of their 

respective owners. 

IAR Systems Contacts  

Josefin Skarin, Investor Relations, IAR Systems Group AB 

Email: josefin.skarin@iar.com 

 

Stefan Skarin, CEO and President, IAR Systems Group AB 

Email: stefan.skarin@iar.com 

 

This information is information that IAR Systems Group AB (publ) is obliged to make public pursuant to 

the Financial Instruments Trading Act. The information was submitted for publication, through the 

agency of the contact persons set out above, at 8:15 CET on April 30, 2018. 
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About IAR Systems 

IAR Systems supplies future-proof software tools and services for embedded development, enabling 

companies worldwide to create the products of today and the innovations of tomorrow. Since 1983, IAR 

Systems’ solutions have ensured quality, reliability and efficiency in the development of over one million 

embedded applications. The company is headquartered in Uppsala, Sweden and has sales and support 

offices all over the world. IAR Systems Group AB is listed on NASDAQ OMX Stockholm, Mid Cap. Learn 

more at www.iar.com. 
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